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Sewing is popular with all ages and this series, Love to Sew, focuses on the latest hot trends. The

64 page handy square format gives us room for at least twenty projects, each with simple

step-by-step instructions, beautiful photographs, as well as a basic techniques and materials section

at the front of the book. Practical yet pretty, a mug rug is one of the latest trends on the sewing and

patchwork scene. Basically it is a large coaster with room for your favourite mug and a biscuit or

two. Small enough to complete in a few hours, but large enough to give space to your creativity, a

mug rug is an ideal project for trying out some new techniques or even for getting to grips with

patchwork, quilting or appliquÃƒÂ© for the first time. This book contains a selection of mug rugs

designed by renowned international patchwork artists. Revel in the many different designs that can

be achieved with various fabrics and techniques and, above all, have fun making your own mug rug.
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Christa has collected together designs from various artists to present 22 different mug rugs - smaller

than a placemat but larger than a coaster. Materials and techniques are fully explained and the book



contains all templates and full detailed instructions. A fun book to appeal to all ages and

abilities.-East Kent Embroiderer's Guild Not a placemat nor a coaster, the mug rug is just right for

you cup of tea or coffee and a couple of biscuits or a spoon. These perfect sized mats will surely

find a place in your home. 22 designs are featured each with easy to follow instructions and good

photography. All templates are provided and basic techniques are given. The mats have been

designed by various artists using quilting and applique techniques. I'm sure you'll find plenty you

love. I particularly like Nostalgic Charm and Good Morning by Renate Bieber, Cathedral Windows

by Verena Surerus and Pretty in Pink by Sabine Gunther as well as the Pocket Rug by Kerstin

Porsch. A lovely book with new ideas and ideal for gift making.-Yarnsandfabrics.co.uk/crafts I must

confess I have never heard of a mug rug before, but as many of us sue mugs instead of cups and

saucers, this certainly seems like a practical solution to avoiding unsightly ring marks on you

furniture. The mug rug is described as a large coaster with room for your favourite mug and biscuit

or two. These projects are small enough to complete in a few hours, but large enough to expand

your creativity and get to grips with a new technique you haven't tried before. There are 22 different

designs by various artists and all have clear instructions and templates where applicable. These

projects would make a quick but personalised gift for a friend or a quick make for your next quilting

fair.-Fabrications

Christa Rolf is a patch worker, a quilter, and the author of "Stitched Postcards."

The patterns needed enlarging not all design's were in the book one must buy another book to get

all the design's shown. Pattern instructions not clear only a few patterns I could make save your

money and time.

Really wanted some ideas and patterns for a few mug rug gifts....not in this book. The best one is

the cover of the book. So sad.

nicely written with great pictures and well written instructions. Some fairly quick projects and good

instructions showing tips and hints..

it ok,I am beginner and some patterns are for advance,just wish there had been better mug rug

patterns, The cover is beautiful and that is what sells the book



A very nice addition to a quilters library. It has both US and European sizing and verbiage (wadding

vs batting, cm vs inches, etc). Clear and concise directions and full color pictures.

It didn't go into detail very much and need more things added to it. But over all I did like the book.

Can't wait to begin sewing. Lots of choices with this book.

These are the cutest mug rugs!
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